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THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO

o

CARL JACKSON,

Plaintiff,

CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE,

ORLANDO SEDILLO, and

IMNRY''KTKT'' SAAVEDRA,

Civ. No. 86-1252-M

(On Remand)

v.

)

)o

o

a

Defendants.

)

PLAINTIF'F'S REPLY TO DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION
TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND IVIOTION FOR ORDERS
REQUIRING DEFENDANT CITY TO SHOW CAUSE

o

o

o

a

INTRODUCTION

Plaintiff requests a determination by the Coun that Defendant's failure to create the Mp-07

position (prior to entry of the contempt order of June 27, lggD violated the provision of the original

settlement agreement order wlich prohibits retaliation. In the alternative, plaintiff requests an

evidentiary hearing of approximately three hours in which the parties might offer further proof as to the

prima facie case of retaliation and the articulated reason for not creating the Mp-07 position.

Plaintiff also requests a determination by the Court that Defendant's refusal to notify and

mandate compliance by its supervisors and employees in a timely manner (after entry of the Contempt

Order of June 27, l99l\ violated both that contempt order of June 27, 1991, as well as the section of the

original settlement agreement order wtlich prohibits retaliation. In the alternative, Plaintiff requests an

evidentiary hearing of approximately three hours in which the parties might offer further proof as to the

prima facie case of retaliation and the articulated reason for not distributine information as ordered.
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For the Court's convenience, the sub-parts of this Reply correspond to the sub-parts in

Defendant's Opposition. Because of the construction of certain of the Defendant's legal arguments, a

O perfect match was not completely possible.

I. ACTS PRIOR TO THE COI]RT'S ORDER OF.IT]NE 27. 19q1

A. RETALIATION FOR FAILT]RE TO CREATE THE MP.O7 POSITION.

To explain its reason for refusing to create the MP-07 position unttl after an order was entered

on a finding of contempt, the City asserts two arguments--arguments intended to explain why (having

already been found to be in contempt for its violation of the provision in the Court's Order relating to the

creation of the MP-07 position) the City should not also be held in contempt for violation of the anti-

retaliation provision of that same Order because of its reason(s) for doing that act:

l. Remedial Measures. First, the City again seeks to rely on its subsequew compliance with a

subsequent contempt order--as a means to excuse its reason for the original act of contempt. The City

argues, sub voce, that the Court should not look to why it was in contempt, but, rather, to its compliance

after it was caught. held in contempt. and ordered to create the MP-07 position. This argument has

already been rejected by this Court in the first phase of the inquiry as to this same act of contempt. At

that initial hearing the City sought to argue that after Plaintiffs First Motion as to Contempt was filed,

the City 'agreed'to create the MP-07 position. But such compliance came only after a long and steady

refusal to comply with the Order, and only after the Order to Sltow Cause issued. And now, the City

again attempts the same strategy with the virtually identical argument that

liln precise compliance with the Court's Order of June 27. 1991, the City has created the
MP-07 Planner position in Plaintiffs sub-department and interviewed candidates for the
position. Interviews of finalists for the position are being conducted as this response is
being prepared and a final selection is expected forthwith, all in advance of the 60 day
deadline ordered by the Court. [Emphasis added.l

Defendants Opposition at 1. The City is merely stating that after it violated the original Court order, it

began compliance--following the issuance of the resulting contempt order.

What this assertion has to do with the reason that the City originally acted in contempt--has to do

with why it originally refused to create the position as ordered almost six months earlier--is difficult to

fathom. How the City's compliance with subsequent, court-ordered remedial measures (the facts of these
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subsequent remedial measures are not even admissible as evidencel as to the original non-compliance)

proves that the City did not intend to retaliate against Plaintiff, is equally unclear. If the City's view were

allowed, every contemnor would simply perform as required only after they had been caught in the act

and held in contempt. They would then point to their sterling post-order efforts as a means to escape

examination of their intent in that original contemptuous act2. Thus, this first argument is without merit.

2. Collateral Estoppel.

2a. 'Law of the Case' not 'Collateral Estoppel' Applies. The City next seeks to suggest that

Plaintiffs request that the Court apply its own findings (from its prior Order as to contempt with regard

to the City's refusal to create the MP-07 position) to the 'sub-issue' of why that refusal occurred, is

improper based on the doctrine of 'collateral estoppel'. The City argues that the Court's prior findings (as

to the credibility of the City's articulated reasons for non-creation of the MP-07 position) in its June 27,

1991 Order, cannot be applied to the issue of whether that same act was done with the intent to violate

another provision of original Order--cannot be applied in determining whether the City's contempt also

violated the original settlement order's prohibition against retaliation.

The City seeK to re-define Plaintiffs position3, and to reshape it based on the City's view that

' Rul" 407, Federal Rules of Evidence.

In Re Seaspire. Inc., 63 B.R. 44 (Bkrtcy. M.D.Ra. 1986) (belated compliance with court's order of sanctions does not purge
contemPt after non-compliance); lzlsz v. Kavanagh, supra, ("A party is in civil contempt if she or he is shown...to have
failed 'in meaningful respects to achieve substantial and diligent compliance'...with a...court decree"); Sizzler Familv
Steak House v. Westem Sizzlin Steak House. Inc., 793 F.zd 1529, rehearing denied 797 F.Zd 982 (llth Cir.
l986XRemedial efforts do not etTect fact of initial contempt} NMCP. Jefferson Co. Branch v. Brock.619 F.Supp. 846
(D'D.C' 1985); U.S. v. McCargo,783F.2d 507 (D.C.La. l986XSome late attempts not enough.); see also Morales
Feliciano v. Hernandez Colon, 697 F.Supp. 26 (D.puerto Rico l98Z).

The City states ttrat

[i]n paragraph A, page 5, Plaintiff apparently argues the applicability of the doctrine of collateral estoppel.
Plaintiff bases this argument on the maeistrate's frndinp that the city's reasons for failure to create the
position are not credible constitutes a finding that Defendants have failed to articulate a legitimate non-
retaliatory reason for not creating the position.

The City seems to believe that tbe Plaintiffls argument is based on the "magistrate's finding" because some referenees
were made to that document. This is not correct. This is the primary predicate of the City's argument, and is erroneous.

Plaintiffs request that the Court apply prior findings is not, as the City states, based on the Magisrate's
Memorandum (although that memorandum was incorporated into the Court's Order based on the Court's own findings)
but rather on the finding of the Court in its June 27. l99l Order. ln this Court's Order, issued following briefs and a
hearing--which included the City's full "articulation of its reasons for refusing to create the MP-07 Planner position"--
the Court clearly stated that

6. Defendant's articulated reasons for refusing to create the MP-07 Planner position are not credible.
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two separate actions4 exist herein. The City's argument (regarding its view that collateral estoppel

somehow applies) is that

[t]his argument [Plaintiffs request that the Court apply its prior findings] does not
prevail b."uut. th. .l.rntnt, of .ollut.tul rrtnpo"l *r nnt .utirfi"d. The four elements of
collateral estoppel are (1) the parties are the same or in privity with the parties in the
original action, (2) the subject matter or cause of action in the two suits were d^ifferent,
(3) the ultimate facts or issues were actually litigated, and (4) the issue was necessarily
decided.

Defendant's Opposition at 2. The issue of exactly which "original action" Defendant feels is being

referenced is unclear. There is no "original action"--no other proceeding from which plaintiff seeks to

apply a finding. The Plaintiff seeks only the direct application of a prior finding in the same cause as to

the identical act of contempt--there simply are not "two suits" here. The doctrine of collateral estoppel

does not apply.

Furthermore,the arguably related doctrine of direct estoppel does not apply to issues within the

same action except in two limited classes of fairly unusual cases--where a jury and non-jury trial of the

same issue occurs, or where one issue was appealed and another phase of the issue was nol Certainly

direct estoppel does not apply to Plaintiffs request for the application of prior findings by this same

Court in the same cause as to the same parties in a mere completion of the consideration of the exact

same issue (contempt in the non-creation of the MP-07 position). The only reason the Court's review

was bifurcated was that the city insisted that it had not had sufftcient notice, and now the city seeks to

parlay its delaying tactic into an advantage. (Perhaps this doctrine would apply if, for example, plaintiff

sought to obtain relief as to an actual cause of action for retaliation, in this action or a subsequent action.

instead ofjust a further finding as to the same act of contempt.)

LAW. Defendant also refers to "preclusion" in the same discussion. This reference is also

incorrect. There are five concepts related to the use of prior findings or judgments in the same or

subsequent actions between pafties, Plaintiffconsiders four ofthese5: collateral estoppel, direct estoppel,

issue preclusion (a concept related to both direct an collateral estoppel), and the law of the case--a

4 
Defendant seek to make similar arguments to those which the Court noted were "peculiar" in its opposition to the

.TheretheDefendantarguedthattwowhollyinapplicablecitations
from the incorrect section ofCorpus Juris Secundum proved a'public necessity doctrine'. In addition, Defendant sought
to prove the proposition that Mr. Blumenfeld "personally" was required as a signatory on a document because he had
signed another doc in his official capacity.

- Because the doctrine of res judicata is completely inapplicable, it is not discussed.
Page 4o
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completely distinct theory. An analysis of the distinction between these doctrines is critical to

understanding Defendant's view.

a. Issue Preclusion. This is a relatively new concept which was intended to narrow the broad and

imprecise definitions of estoppel which had arisen.

Because the term estoppel encompasses myriad definitions which cut across a number of
different areas of the law, we adopt here the somewhat more particularized term of issue
Preclusion' to rofer to situations where a later court is bound by a prior determination of
an issue. (Emphasis added.)

See ex. NLRB v. Donna-Lee Sportswear Co.,, 836 F.2d 31,33 (lst Cir. 1987). The Tenth Circuit has

stated that issue preclusion

comes into play when an issue involved in a prior decision is the same issue involved in
a subsequent action; the issue is actually decided in the first action after a full and fair
opportunity for litigation; it was necessary to decide the issue in disposing of the first
action; the later litigation is between the same parties; and the role of the issue in the
second action was foreseeable in the first action. (Emphasis added.)

Butler v. Pollard, 800 F.2d 223, 224-22.5 (10th Cir. 1986). The Tenth Circuit's decision in Butler

afftrmed and clarified its decision of just one year earlier, in which that Court stated that issue preclusion

refers to the principle that "a litigant in one lawsuit may not, in a later lawsuit, assert the
conffary of issues actually decided in and necessary to the judgment of the first suit."

Bulloch v' Pearson,768F.zd ll9l, 1192 (10th Cir. 1985), certiorari denied 106 S.Ct. 862,47411.5.

1086. 88 L.Ed.2d 901.

b. Direct Estoppel, not Collaterat, Arguably Applies. Traditionally it was said that,

[i]ssue preclusion in a second action on the same claim is designated direct estoppel,
while issue preclusion in a second action brought on a different claim is termed collateral
estoppel.

In re Duncan,7l3F.2d 538, 541 (9th Cir. 1983). Thus, collateral estoppel need not be discussed further.

Wright and Miller does, however, make the following observations as to direct estoppel:

Direct estoppel also may arise from action that is designed to conclude part of a single
claim on the merits, but to leave the way open for further action on the balance of the
claim. Common issues that have been resolved in the first disposition are precluded in
reaching the second disposition. This rule may apply across two independent actions,
because the first court has expressly limited the claim preclusion effects of its judgment
or because of some exception to the general rules of claim preclusion.(FNt9) The most
Prominent cases apolving direct estoppel in this setting. however. have involved
Questions Presented during the course of a single action. Two major variations appear..

[The first is where both legal and equitable claims are heard by both a judge and
jury--and does not apply herein.l
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The second setting of direct estoppel within a single suit presents more troubling
questions. SeParation of Proceedings within a single suit may lead to final rulings on
issues that are common both to a concluded portion of the proceedings and to the
remaining portions. Failure to appeal part of the proceeding may defeat an appeal of the
remainder by issue preclusion.(FN23) This result is appropriate so long as it is clear that
the appealing party has failed to preserve the common issue. Civil Rule 54(b) should
provide the primary source of guidance. . . .Outside of Rule 54(b). however. preclusion is
seldom aopropriate.

tr{<{<*

The most important point to rememher is that so long as matters remain within the limits
of a single suit, the court's power to change its mind ordinarily is limited by the more
flexible doctrine of law of the case (FNl8) rather than issue preclusion. fFootnotes
noted but omitted.)

Wright, Miller & Cooper, Fed. Prac. & Proc. , Section 4418-- Issue Preclusion within a Single Claim:

Direct Estoppel. Thus, although there are very limited cases in which the doctrine of direct estoppel

might be applied to a single action, the instant cause, involving facts related to contempt as to the act and

intent in a single occurrence, is not even remotely close to these cases.

c. The Law of the Case. Because issue preclusion is rarely, if ever, appropriate within a single

suit under these circumstances, it is informative to consider Wrieht and Mitter's conclusions as to the lclt

of the case.

Law of the case rules have developed to maintain consistency and avoid reconsideration
of matters once decided during the course of a single continuing lawsuit. These rules do
not involve preclusion by final judgment; instead, they regulate judicial affairs before
final judgment. Although a common label is used, at least four distinctive sets of
problems are caught up in law of the case terminology. Perhaps the most distinctive
Problems arise from the desire of a single court to adhere to its own prior rulings without
need for repeated reconsideration.

The most distinctive law of the case rules are those that iustify refusal by a trial
court to reconsider matters once resolved in a continuing proceeding, or by an
appellate court to reconsider matters resolved on a prior appeal. Cases are easily found
in which trial and afrpellate courts have thus adhered to prior rulings as the law of tlre
case

*t<

Although courts are often eager to avoid reconsideration of questions once
decided in the same proceeding, it is clear that all federal courts retain power to
reconsider if they wish. Law of the case principles in this aspect are a matter of practice
that rests on g(nd sense and the desire to protect hoth court and parties against the
burdens of repeated reargument by indefatigable diehards. In one classic statement,
Justice Holmes noted that law of the case doctrine "merely expresses the practice of
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courts generally to refuse to reopen what has been decided, not a limit to their
power."(FN4)

:la rF

Another set of questions goes to the nature of the issues involved in a prior ruling. Some
issues may be particularly suitable for reconsideration, because of intrinsic importance or
impact on nonparties. Such matters as subject matter jurisdiction, appellate jurisdiction,
or mandatory party joinder are good examples, although even such matters as these may
be protected by law of the case.(FN32) Other issues may seem particularly unsuited to
reconsideration. Questions of fact absent significant new evidence, are primary
examples.(FN33) Finally, it may be important to know how far law of the case
principles bind parties who come into the case after an initial ruling. Somewhat
surprisingly, late-added parties at times have been swept into law of the case
rulings.(FN34) [Footnotes noted but omitted.]

wright, Miller & cooper, Fed. Prac. & proc. , section 4478, Law of the case.

ANALYSIS. Defendant has complicated Plaintiffs request to the Court unnecessarily. Plaintiff

has simply asked the Court to apply the law of the case. Application of the Court's prior factual finding

that Defendant's reasons for not creating the MP-07 position are "questions of fact, absent significant new

evidence," and are therefore "issues. . .particularly unsuited to reconsideration." Neither direct estoppel

nor collateral estoppel theories would in any way restrain this Court from applying its June 27, l99l

findings (although the Court always retains the general power to not apply the law of the case.) The

Plaintiff has maintained (repeatedly) that:

1. The Court entered an Order. (The original settlement order).

2. The Order required that the City create a position.

3. The Order required that the City not retaliate.

4. This Court found that the Order required the City to create the position,
but that the City did not create the Mp-07 position.

5. This Court found that non-creation of the position was, therefore, contempt.
(A failure to follow the Court,s Order.)

6' After the Court had issued the Show Cause Order, but prior to flte April 29,IggI
hearing, the City said that the Court6 did not Weci&l.y.give notice
to Defendant as to the fact that it would determine whether Defendant
was also in contempt of the non-retaliation provision of the original
(settlement) Order (as a result of the identical acts as had resulted in the
first finding of contempt.)

Note that the Plaintiff had fully briefed this issue, but upon the Defendant's allegation that
was not specific, agreed to postpone hearing until another notice was given. This is
original matter--as stated in the Court's Order of June 27,l9gl.

page 7
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7. For that reason only, the issue of wIU the City failed to create the Mp-07
(and whether that reason was a violation of the non-retaliation
provision of the original Order) was not heard by the Court.

8. Thus, the only matter before the Court as to the MP-07 position, is the question
of why the City refused to fill the position--whether the Plaintiff has shown
an adverse act, and a causal connection between his participation
in the civil rights process and that act; and whether the City can articulate
a legitimate, non-discriminatory reason for the act.

This second half of the inquiry as to that original contempt is now upon the City following the

delay the City caused. This issue comes on before the Court now, after significant additional costs and a

delay of more than three months, solely because of that last second insistence by Defendant that

somehow the Court's show cause order did not provide the City with notice. Plaintiff now provides that

notice however, in the form of this motion, to avoid yet another appeal. The existence of contempt was

examined on April 29,1991. The second half of the inquiry into that identical act (wby that act occurred)

will be heard separately only because it was put olf at that time. (Defendant read Plaintiffs brief on the

question, negotiated on the question, and understood that Plaintiff had subpoenaed witnesses regarding

the question: Yet, Defendant never notified Plaintiff or the Court, despite a large number of pre-hearing

phone calls between all three offices, that it felt it had not been properly noticed). To even suggest now

that this artifice, this wasteful exercise in redundancy and delay, has somehow created "another action" or

a sufficiently separate issue to involve direct estoppel, is either an error or perhaps part of another tacttc--

designed to either create an issue for another (dilatory) appeal, or seek a more favorable result from the

Court by stalling until subsequent remedial measures have been taken, in the hope that sanctions can be

avoided.

Assuming, arguendo, that the doctrine of direct estoppel was applicable, Defendant's asserlions

as to what it calls the "third and fourth elements" are also incorrect. Defendant seems to suggest that no

prior finding as to the credibility of its reasons for undertaking the contempt should be applied now

because the City was not previously he .

The present state of these proceedings fails to satisfy the third and fourth elements. The
ultimate fact in Plaintiffs claim for retaliation is whether Defendants retaliated against
Plaintiff. This issue was not actually litigated and was not decided in any previous
proceeding. Plaintiffhas pointed out that the issue of retaliation was eliminated from tlre
Previous proceeding because Defendants did not have notice that tlre issue was to be
heard.
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Therefore, the Defendants have not had the opportunity to litigate the issue. Even if
the issue could have been litigated at the previous hearing, that would not sadsry the
requirement of collateral estoppel, because, accepting Plaintiffs argument, the issue of
the reasons for not creating the MP-07 position had previously been found not credible
by the adoption of the Magistrate's report to the Court. No hearing was held on this
question before the Magistrate issued his report.

Defendant's Opposition atZ - 3. This is not correct. The Court certainly had the power to make findings

as to the City's intent in not creating the position following an evidentiary hearing in which the City

the Court. It was the City itself which placed the issue of "why" it did what it did before this Court.

Intent, while not a necessary sub-issue for a finding of contempt, can be raised by the contemnor

to explain that its acts were not really .on,.rnp*our7. The City chose to do this--it was the primary

defense. Now that its defense based on its "good" motives and valid reasons for acting as it did has failed

(see testimony of the CAO), it seeks a "second bite of the apple" by way of its argument that the Court's

detailed findings (that those specific. stated motives were not credible) are invalid as to the reason the

contempt occurred' The City somehow seeks to argue that because the credibility of those motives was

somehow "not actually litigated and was not decided in any previous proceeding" directly on the issue of

?etaliation', those findings cannot be applied. The present proceeding is not an examination of relief

pursuant to flrc cause of action for retaliation--it is a request for relief from contempt--the identical

subject of the hearing in which the findings were first made. The City introduced the issue on this

identical point--Mr. Campbell's election of a defense based on intent and motive at hearing is dispositive.

In His Motion and Memorandum papers in this proceeding, Plaintiff noted that this issue of its intent in not creating the
MP-07 position had been raised by the City, stating

Tbe Plaintiff stated a large number of facts in his papers relating to th€ contempt proceeding as to "why"
Defendant refused to created that position. In response to Plaintiffs assertions, Defendant "articulated
legitimate non-retaliatory reasons" for its failure to fill the position as required by contract and order.
Included in those reasons were:

1. The City did nor realize that it had an obligation.

2. The City did not know the obligation was part of a court order, and altbough it might have been breach, it was
not contempt.

3' The Chief Administrative Officer was the only official who could bind the City, and he did nor sign the letter
agreement which supplemented the settlement.

4' The Chief Administrative Officer knew what was best for the City personnel system, and did not believe that
the MP-07 position was necessary.

5. The cAo received legal and other advice that he did not have to fill the position.
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Just because the Court did not hear or determine the full issue of retaliation does not mean that it

was not invited (by Defendant) to consider the issue of motivation and intent. The sub-issue of the City's

reason(s) for refusing to fill the MP-07 position was the subject of extensive examination by Mr.

Campbell, and full cross-examination by Plaintiff. Mr. Campbell elected to open the door to this matter,

ar ' fully litigated the sub-issue of the City's reasons. Therefore, even if direct estoppel applied,

Defendant is incorrect in its assertion that the Court's prior finding (as to the lack of credibility of the

Defendant's stated reasons for refusal to create the MP-07 position) should not be applied in the instant

contempt proceeding.

l. The record on flris issue is clear, and it is fixed. The testimony cannot be changed. When

asked to show cause, the Defendant asserted that it had acted with good reasons and intent. The City

stated this in its briefs. and placed its Chief Administrative Offrcer on the witness stand to argue this

issue. Plaintiff argued that these exculpatory assertions as [o the City's intent were conlu":ary to every

agreement, to every one of the substantial number of letters between the parties, and to basic logic. The

Court then made its (tully litigated) finding.

2. No legal principle requires further evidentiary proceedings as to the validity or credibility of

the City's reasons for not filling the MP-07 position, and such a proceeding will be a waste oftime, To

avoid creating an appealable issue, however, Plaintiff is once again prepared to defer, and to "re-prove"

the lack of credibility of the "articulated reasons" at a hearing on this motion. The reason for the

existence of the law of the case will be evident when Plaintiff simply places the identical witnesses from

the first hearing back on the stand (particularly the CAO, Mr. Blumenfeld) and asks (from the transcript)

the identical questions that were asked by both parties at the first hearing. This would most probably

result in the same finding by the Court. (Though Plaintiff would also ask to be allowed to provide

further proof by examining the additional witnesses he had initially sought to question under subpoena).

2(b). Burdens as to retaliation. Again assuming, arguendo, that the doctrine of direct estoppel

does apply, the City argues that the Coun cannot Jump' to the issue of the employer's reason for the

retaliatory act--it must first determine that Plaintiff has met the elements of the cause of action for

retaliation. (Defendant's argument assumes a legal proposition which is not apparent to Plaintiff--that the

Plaintiff must prove technical retaliation at all8.)
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Assuming that Plaintiff must go through an entire showing of technical retaliation and not just

what would be understood by a reasonable person to be retaliatory, the City states that Plaintiff has failed

to make that primafacle showing of retaliation because of

Plaintiffs absolute failure to put forth evidence that Defendants' failure to create the MP-
07 Fosition was motivated by or substantially based on Plaintiffs status as a successful
civil rights litigant. Plaintiff having failed to make a prima facie case, Defendants are
not yet required to go forward with evidence of reasons for their actions. This being true,
the Court is likewise not required to examine the Defendants'reasons. (Emphasis added.)

Defendant's Opposition at 4. This is an incorrect statement of the law, and of the burdens--even under

the technical cause of action for retaliation. Plaintiff argues that when the allocation of proof under this

cause of action are understood, that there is sufficient proof of record to find that the prima facie case has

been shown of record. Thus, the Court, on a finding that the prima facie case has been met, can look to

its prior findings as to the lack of credibility of the employer's articulated reasons for its acts--and find

retaliatory intent. Acting with such intent would be a violation of the original order, and Plaintiff would

be entitled to a determination of contempt. This is presenfly an action for contempt--the finding of

retaliation is merely a step along the path to that objective.

To make the ordinary prima facie showing, Plaintiff has no initial burden (as the City seeks to

argue) to "put forth evidence" that "Defendants' [sic.] failure to create the MP-07 position was motivated

by or substantially based on Plaintiffs status as a successful civil rights litigant." This is simply not the

law. A conect statement of the 'burdens', order and allocation of proof involved in a retaliation action is:

i. The Plaintiff adduces evidence to demonstrate: (1) His participation in proceedings related to
or arising out of discrimination proceedings (2) adverse action by the employer
contemporaneously or subsequent to those proceedings, and (3) a causal connection between

such activity arul the employer's adverse action9;

ii. It is beyond argument that, as is the case in any disparate treatment action, the burden to go
forwaal then shifts to the employer to "articulate a legitimate, non-retaliatory reason for the

R- The City's argument takes a huge leap at tbis point. The City assumes that to find contempt by retaliatory acts under the
Court's Order, the Court must read the language of the Order to require a showing of a level of retaliation which would
be required pursuant to Titb VII or 42 U.S.C. 198L This would not normally be the case in interpreting an order. The
Order simply states that the Defendant shouldn't retaliate and that the City had an affirmative burden to protect Plaintiff
from retaliation--which has a pglfegdJdear Inglish language meaning.

o- Anderson v. Phillips Petroleum Co., 861 F2d 631 (10th Cir. 1988), rehearing denied. on remand 722 F.Supp. 668,
reconsideration denied 736 F.Supp. 239; Sherpell v. Humnoke School Dist. No. 5 , 874 F .2d 536 (8th Cir. 1989); EEOC
v. Hacienda Hotel, 881 F.2d 1504 (9th Cir. 1989).
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adverse uatlo."

iii. Thereupon, if such an credible articulation is made by the employer, the final burden rests
upon the employee to demonstrate that the articulated reason for the employer's action is a
"pretext"--a sham.

Normally, this order and allocation of proof is a fundamental of EEO tawll. Under either the'post-

judgment claimant standard' or the ordinary cause of action, the City's assertion as to the standard of

proof required from Plaintiff is inaccurate, and thus the conclusion of law it draws is equally inaccurate.

Plaintiff has demonstrated that he was a "participant" in the civil rights process, and defendant

does not contradict tlris.

There can be no dispute that there was adverse actby the employer (where there was a violation

of a contract relating to his employment, and of a court's order related to his employment-which would

have increased the number of employees he supervised.)

What the City does attempt to imply, apparently citing Price-Waterhouse, is that there is some

great burden on Plaintiff to have shown a causal link to some high level of proof. This is not the case at

this point in the allocation of proof (it comes later in the 'pretext' stage). If this type of Plaintiff has to

demonstrate this causation at all, Courts have variously defined this very light burden in normal

retaliation actions as merely the need to show that the adverse act and the participation "were not wholly
11

unrelated'-", th€ employer's actions were motivated "if only in part" by consideration of Plaintiffs

participation, or that the adverse act and the participation were "in close temporal proximity" to one

*othrrl3. The record (including Defendant's opportunity, having been given sufftcient notice, to argue

and submit afftdavits in this motion) already contains more than sufficient evidence to allow a finding of

lo-- Sumner v. U.S. Postal Service,899 F.2d203 (2nd Cir. 1990); See also EEOC v. Hacienda Hotel, 881 F.2d 1504 (9th Cir.
1989); Donellon v. Fruehauf Corp.,794F.zd 598, rehearing denied 800 F.2d 267 (lItb Cil. 1986).

1l 
lAlthough this distinction has little or no meaning in this cause) a successful plaintiff in a discrimination case is entitled

to slightly more leeway in an alleged post-trial retaliation: there is no necessity for the court to make a determination of
satisfaction of a'prima facie' case--the Court may proceed to the issue of retaliation vel non, directly to the issue of
whether the employer intentionally discriminated against Plaintiff, which involves only a determination of which party's
description of the employer's motivation is credible. Moffett v. Gene B. Glick Co.. Inc., 621 F.Supp. 244 (D.C. Ind.
1e8s).

1','^- See e.g. Sowers v. Kimira. Inc., 701 F.Supp. 809 (S.D.Ga. 1988).

l?-" 
See e.& Lu v. Woods,7l7 F. Supp. 886 (D.D.C. 1989).
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Therefore, even under the general definition of retaliation, this Court can already find sufficient

facts of record to determine the existence of a prima facie showing of a causal relationship between the

employer's adverse activity and the Plaintiffs status as a 'participant'I4 which is all that is needed to pass

the threshold. (Unless the Defendant argues that it requires the examination of witnesses, it has already

had notice and an opportunity to be heard on each of these points in the context of the initial contempt

hearing. If it does require such witnesses to provide it with an opportunity to have "fully litigated" this

matter--Plaintiff does not object to an evidentiary hearing for this purpose.)

The burden then shifts to the Defendant to "articulate a legitimate non-discriminatory reason" for

its refusal to create the positiontt. (O, Plaintiffhas observed above, the Court has already found that the

"articulated reasons" are "not credible" in the context of its initial findings as to contempt in this matter.

It would appear, therefore, that based on the law of the case and the practical effects of the prior

testimony and evidence, the Defendant cannot sustain such a burden. Again, however, Plaintiff does not

object if Defendant asserts that it wishes to re-examine the witnesses in an evidentiary hearing, or

question others to support the CAO's lengthy testimony on this polnt-a point that he stated on the record

only he could testify about.)

Thus, Plaintiff has asked, based on the record to date, that the Court either make a finding that

the parties have now had an opportunity to be heard, and the record (including Defendant's papers herein

and affidavits submitted) already contains evidence of the prima facie showing; or allow the parties, at a

hearing on this motion, to complete the record. But if Defendant's assertions as to the law or factual

sufficiency of the state of the record with regard to the prima facie showing of retaliation create even the

slightest possibility of another appealable issue, Plaintiff again asks the Court to allow the parties to go

forward with additional examination.

Whichever course the Court selects as to the initial Qtrima facie) burden, Plaintiff asks that the

Court then apply its original finding numbered "6" from its June 27, lggl order or, following a hearing,

t4-' At the April 29, 1991, hearing on this matter, Plaintiff also sought to offer additional proof as to this marter, and had
subpoenaed numerous witnesses to allow him to do so--he stands ready to do so again, if necessary, at the hearing on
this motion.

'" Sumner v. U.S. Postal Service, 899 F.2d 2A3 QndCir. 1990); See also EEOC v. Hacienda Hotel, 881 F.2d 1504 (9th Cir.
1989); Donellon v. Fruehauf Corp. ,794 F.zd 598, rehearing denied 800 F.zd 267 (l lth Ctu. 1986).
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simply make a new finding to avoid the chance of a dilatory appeal by Defendant. Upon such a finding

the legal conclusion must be made that the City's proffered explanation for the differential or negative

treatment is 'pretextual'. Thus, a second finding of contempt must be made, this time on the basis of an

intentional violation of the non-retaliation provision of the original (settlement) order. Upon this finding

of calculated intent to commit retaliatory contempt, significant sanctions must be applied--of a magnitude

calculated to affeclwhat has been referred to as a "half-billion dollar per year corporation".

II. ACTS SUBSEQITENT TO THE COURT'S ORDER OF.TI]NE 27. 1991

FACTS

On July 24, 1991, during the course of a conversation on the City's non-compliance with regard

to Plaintiffs PERA benefits, an Assistant City Attorney stated that the City no longer intended to discuss

implementation of the June 27, 1991 Order with Plaintiffs counsel, and that the City would implement

when and how it wanted to. As this position completely (and inexplicably) ignored an earlier agreement

between counsel (which is detailed in the correspondence set forth below) and did not explain the ever-

increasing delay in implementation, Plaintiffs counsel wrote,

This letter will confirm the items discussed in our telephone conversation yesterday.
First, I noted that I was concerned about what I understand to be the City's new

position on effectuating the order of lune 27, 1991. Both Paul Ruskin's notes and my
own regarding the telephone conference with you of July 3, 1991 (which lasted more
than one hour) reflect that:

l. We discussed possible implementation methodologies at length--and
that you would go over those thoughts with Mr. Campbell and the CAO.

2. We also agreed that the implementation of the order would be then be
discussed with us prior to any actions on the City's part. (Issues addressed were
the definition of "co-workers", the degree of dissemination of the contents of the
order, as well as who within the City was the proper person or group to
effectuate provisions related to high tevel officials.)

3. You were also going to get back with us regarding possible changes to
the MP-07 position, and how we might complete the retaliation issue without
further legal proceedings.

If I now understand the City's position, it does not intend to get back with us on
these items--particularly item numbered "2"--and instead will violate our agreement and
proceed however it sees fit.

If I have misunderstood the City's position. I would ask that someone from your
ofttce write to clarify the situation. I would also note that I will supplement the present
motion if unilateral actions run afoul of the order--or fail to adequately fulfill its intent.

We also discussed my concern that not only had the PERA situation not been
addressed by the time of my motion. but that it remains an open issue now. after yet
another week has passed. Please do not treat the motion as somehow tolling the
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responsibility to determine the status of this matter as soon as possible. To assist the
City, as we discussed, I am having Paul Ruskin make himself available to provide
information or assistance. He has called your offtce several times, and will continue to
do so. As I mentioned he was involved in the original PERA calculations with Ms.
Hauser.

Finally, I mentioned how disappointed I was that the order was going
unsatisfied, and that the City had once again (after starting in a attempt at cooperation)
embarking on a series of closed, unilateral actions. This breaches our agreement, and to
my mind, good sense.

lctter, from Hartmann to Kelley, dated July 25, 1991 (Attached hereto as Exhibit "1"). Exactly ong

month after the Court's Order had originally issued, Defendant's counsel sent a letter to Plaintiffs

counsel. Without providing any explanation as to why the original plans agreed to by all counsel weren't

implemented, or why a month had passed, the City asked for yet another proposal as to how the order

should be implemented, and stated that after yet another promised'review', the City would "get back" to

Plaintiff and let him know what was thought about his 'new' proposals. Plaintiffs counsel stated, in a

July 27, 1991, letter

[t]his responds to your two facsimile transmissions of July 26, 1991--the first being a
letter requesting that I draft proposed language relating to the City's compliance with
paragraphs C & D of the Court's order of June27,l99l; the second being information
from PERA related to my client's retirement account.

1. Obtaining the City's Comfrliance with the Court's Order
I note that I find the proposed method of dealing with the City's compliance to

be dilatory. I once again remind you of our agreement during our telephone call of July
3, 1991. In that call, you, Paul Ruskin, and I discussed these identical issues at length.
and formulated specific Froposals--many of which I have merely restated below. You
agreed then that you would contact the appropriate City officials, draft the exact
statements which you now request from me, and get back with those proposals for our
final review. All of these actions were to have taken place weeks age. We have also
discussed this earlier agreement in a subsequent telephone call (after the filing of
Plaintiff motion on this issue) where I expressed my concern at the delay, and at the
failure of Mr. Campbell and the CAO to respond to our agreement.

Now the City not only proposes to have me draft these items, but suggests
another multi-step implementation process which further delays compliance.

I will not, however, risk further delay by debating this issue with your client.
The time already lost is lost. I will, instead, draft proposed language (and methods) for
implementation of these sections--noting my time and fees, which I will expect the City
to pay without protest.

A. Order to Cease and Desist

The cease and desist provision of section "C" first deals with the issue of "who
must act"

the City of Albuquerque
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The second component of this section relates to "when" the City is required to act,

shall immediately

The third element involves "the act" which must be done.

order

The foutth element states the target of the order, or "who" must be "immediately"
"ordered" by "the City of Albuquerque, is

the Chief Administrative Officer, the City Attorney,
the City Police, and all other management officials

Fifth, and finally, the order specifies "what" they must be ordered to do,

cease and desist any and all actions not
in compliance with the orders of this
Court with regard to Plaintiff

*rk**

This order was entered on June 27, 199I. At this writing, therefore, the City is one full
month late. The City must implement this provision immediately. As pointed out in
Plaintiffs motion on this matter, failure to implement immediately has already allowed at
least two major violations of the Order. If compliance is not forthcoming very quickly,
the entire intent of the order will be lost.

Ictter, Hartmann to Kelley, dated July 27,l99l (Exhibit "2" hereto). Once again, Defendant failed to

respond. More imponant, Defendant had once again used the appearance of the solicitation of opinions

from Plaintiffs counsel to attempt to avoid implementing the Order. Plaintiffs letter in response was

clear--he stated the opinion that the continuing requests for "direction" was a sham (because 99Vo of the

items had been discussed and agreed to, and because there was no indication of which requirements were

stopping implementation--or why.)

Notwithstanding his beliefs, Plaintiff, under written protest, again supplied the same analysis (of

what he had originally discussed before he had conceded not to oppose compromises in the agreement

between counsel)--and then specifically stated that Defendant should implement as much of the Order as

was not causing the Defendant problems. The implementation as originally discussed by counsel was

almost exactly how implementation was finally undertaken. As can be seen from the final results once

the City made an effort, the entire implementation could have taken place in less than two days. In fact,

because Defendant's and Plaintiffs counsel had spent more than an hour discussing and agreeing as to

every point of the Order in preparation, from that point implementation could have been accomplished in

just an hour or two at the most. No explanation for the weeks of delay has ever been proffered-except
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I would also note that I have received no response to my letter in response to your
request for a means of implementing the balance of the Court's order. I must say that I
am perplexed as to why. in light of my pending motion for contempt. the city would go
out of its way to [againl solicit my views. and to then not respond in any manner. In
this vein, I would also note that no explanation has ever been forthcoming as to why the
retained PERA funds were not paid in, how my client's account was fouled-up, and the
City apparently never checked on the mafter despite the first Court order.

I*tter, Hartmann fo Kelley, dated August l, 1991 (hchibit "3" hereto). Finally, on August 5, 1991,

Plaintiff received a communication from the City about the Order-not as to its implementation, but

instead only as to a request for additional time to respond to Plaintiffs Motion. Plaintiffs counsel

responded:

This confirms our telephone conversation of yesterday, Monday, August 5, 1991. In that
conversation you made a request on behalf of the City of Albuquerque for an extension
of the time limits in which to respond to Plaintiffs second motion for contempt (which
time limits you noted in a prior letter to me.)

I noted that my client did not wish to provide the City with an extension--as the
only basis stated for the request w:ts your personal vacation which began just three
working days before the response was due. I also noted that the City Attorney has
ftequently noted that it is really a "half-billion dollar per year corporation", and I was
unclear as to why this response could not have been done last week, or by another
attorney tlris week.

Finally, I noted that my client had no reason to impose the burden of this
problem on your vacation, and thus--without any agreement or extension--I represented
to you that I would not file any motion related to the City's response being out of time
between the dates of August 14 and August 22, 1991. As I understood your response to
this accommodation, after checking with Mr. Campbell, you assured me that the
Opposition would be filed before the end of business on Thursday, August 22, lggl.

If Your recollection of any of these items is even slightly different from mine. I
would ask that your so note my misunderstanding in a brief writing. If I do not hear
from you to the contrary, I will proceed on this basis. I hope this arrangement will
contribute to your having a pleasant vacation.

lztter, Hartmann to Kelley, dated August 6, l99l (Exhibit "4" hereto). on that same day, August 6,

1991, Plaintiffs counsel also wrote that.

I am appending this letter to my agreement not to file any papers related to the
lateness of the City's opposition to Plaintiffs second motion for contempt.

On June 27, the City was ordered by Judge Mechem to do certain items. The
City did nothing.

On July 3, you, Paul Ruskin and I had a lengthy, comprehensive discussion in
o Page 17
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which implementation of every one of the items in the Court's order was discussed. You
stated you would talk to Mr. Campbell. get back to us. and then implement the order.
The City did nothing.

On July 22, after attempting to obtain some sort of commitment that the City
would begin implementation as agreed, I sent a notice copy of a motion-specifically
stating that all the City would have to do to stop its filing was contact me regarding
implementation--I even held the papers an extra day in case I had simply missed a call.
The City did nothing.

On July 26, after the motion for contempt was filed, you wrote to me--with
absolutely no reference to our previous talks and agreements on the subject--and stated:

In the interest of reaching an agreement regarding how the City should comply
with Paragraphs C. and D. of the Court's June 27 Order, we request that you draft the
required statements and in addition, specify the individuals to whom you believe the
statements should be distributed. . . . .Once we have reviewed your drafts, we will
contact you to let you know that they are acceptable or to propose changes.

I responded with a long, polite, well-supported letter detailing my views as to
compliance with the June 27 Order. Again, the City did nothing. (It is interesting to
note that not only has the City not moved to comply--but that I have not even received
the promised "contact. . .to let [me] know that [my views] are acceptable or to propose
changes."

*t(*{<

If the City seeks to demonstrate that it can exert control over this situation my
acting as though it is in charge, and can choose how it will respond to the Court, it is
probably accomplishing this also.

In my other letter I have made Plaintiffs point clear--imolement those items as to
which there has never been any dispute. Do not wait. claiming that you require more
study. or that you are delAying implementation of those items pending the outcome of
this contempt proceeding--the City has ohtained no stay. (Emphasis in original.)

It is loathsome that the City so flagrantly violates this Order--it is a vulgar
display of power, and sets a sad and pathetic example for the City's officials and
managers. By undercutting the Court. and by failing to implement this Order. the Cit)'
has destroyed the intent of the settlement. and is making it progressively more difiicult
for my client to function effectively. Thus, I once again call on the City to immediately
inform me of its plans, and then to implement all non-contested portions on this Order
before any more time passes. In the alternative, I would ask the City to seek a stay of the
Order rather than simply ignoring the Order.

I do not consider the pendency of the Contempt motion as tolling any
obligations. and thus. I would expect the City to move on comoliance before its
Opposition is due. As far as I know, there are no questions, issues or disputes as to
implementation--and again, even if the City contends there are, non-contested provisions
should be implemented now.

I hope to hear from you with some explanation of the entire manner in which my
client's PERA was handled so oddly. I hope to hea.r from you (as you said I would) as to
your proposals for handling the retaliation issues, but most of all I hope that I will hear
from you. or from one of the City's other counsel. almost immediately. with assurances
that implementation will take place. or with papers aimed at obtaining a stay.

Iztter, Hafimann to Kelley, dated August 6, 1991. (Exhibit "4" lrcreto.)

The City Attorney responded to this letter with a three sentence reply which stated,
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ft]hank you for faxing me a copy of the letter sent to Judy Kelley. I am glad the PERA
issue has been resolved. We are at work on the remaining issues to resolve the case.
including compliance with orders of the Court. (Emphasis added.)

Letter, Camobell to Hartmann (Exhibit "5" hereto).

Four times in this case the Defendant has taken an unsupportable or illegal position, used dilatory

tactics, communications, and filings; and then--when confronted by a hearing or judicial action--sought

last minute settlements, used last minute arguments not appearing in its papers, and (when all else failed)

implemented relief or compliance just days or hours before the court was to act or its papers were due.

Once again this has occurred.

The City has already done the damage in this newest incident--it has once again bullied the

Plaintiffs co-workers both directly and indirectly. The City has sent a clear message to Plaintiff that he

will never truly return unaffected. The message is simple: almost two months after the Court ordered this

Defendant to take certain actions, some immediately, the City reluctantly did so--but only after those

weeks had passed, and only after the City it was forced to do so by the filing of this motion. The City

has, by its actions, stated that this Court's Orders are an inconvenience.

B. RETENTION OF PLAINTIFF'S FI.]NDS AND FAILT]RE TO MAKE
PAYMENT TO PERA.

Defendant states that it is,

responding to this portion of the motion [the PERA issue] (Page 5, Paragraph B),
although the issue raised in this paragraph has been resolved to the satisfaction of the
parties and Defendants understand that Plaintiff does not intend to pursue tlris issue.

Defendant's Opposition at 4. Plaintiff acknowledges that Defendant did eventually pay his PERA

contributions out of his own funds (which the City was to have used for this purpose almost a year

earlier) and refund the balance due to him. Despite the City's arguments, this same non-payment was the

subject of the earlier contempt motion. This issue was removed from that motion on the written

assluance by counsel for the City that the PERA account had been correctly funded. The City's

intentional or negligent failure to comply with the Order is contempt--the assurances, wortiless.

Plaintiff has certainly not suggested in any way that he would not pursue this issue because of

more subsequent remedial measures--measures which were only forthcoming upon another round of

requests and court papers by Plaintiff.

Because the incorrect assertion as to this point in the City's Opposition seemingly invites
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engagement, and because its argument simultaneously appears designed to draw third parties into the

matter (a move which would further delay these proceedings) Plaintiff, while not abandoning his motion

as to this act of contempt, will not pursue this issue beyond the assertions made in his Motion and

Memorandum.

Plaintiff would, however, like to note clarifications as to certain statements and omissions in the

Opposition which might be misunderstood, creating an unclear record. First, Defendant states,

Defendants began communications with the PERA Board to carry out the Court's order.
On November 21,1990, counsel for PERA requested a copy of the Court's order and
indicated that PERA would then begin the necessary calculations. This order was
provided to PERA on December 7, 1990. The order clearly stated that PERA allow Carl

to bring him to the position which he held
upon his termination from employment in 19g5.

This may create the impression that Plaintiff had not already paid to Defendant more than enough

to fund his PERA account--which is not the case. The City had more than enough of plaintiffs funds to

properly fund this account. It also may create the impression that Plaintiff was not already informed, in

writing, that his PERA account had been corectly funded, and that all refund amounts due to him had

been refunded--that the city no longer had possession of any of his monies. This is not accurate. (when

the account was funded as ordered, Plaintiff was still owed over four thousands dollars by the City.)

The City also stated that

[t]he one person in the City who was fully apprised of all the facts was Defendants'
counsel at the time, Paula Forney. At the time these events transpired, Ms. Forney was
no longer employed by the City and, in fact, withdrew her appearance for the Defenclants
on January 24,1991.

Defendant's Opposition at 5. This may create the impressions that Ms. Forney was somehow remiss in

failing to complete this transaction conectly, that the city sought to retain Ms. Forney on this issue so

that it could correctly complete this transaction, or that the City had even attempted to contact Ms.

Forney on this issu" at th" ti*" the City lrar h*dling thir -utrct originally--before plaintiff

independently determined (many monthslater) that his PERA account was not funded. plaintiff believes

that this is not accurate, and that if the City asserts otherwise, the proper means to make this assertion a

matter of record is to submit an affldavit. or to call Ms. Forney as a witness. The appearance in the

Opposition of this statement, and its implication, is a scandal.
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The final assertion by the City as to this point, that

[u]pon discovery that a payment had been omitted, Defendants verified that in fact the
payment was required and had not been made, obtained the information from PERA as to
the amount of the required payment, made the paymens and refunded the excess retained
funds to Mr. Jackson

Defendant's Opposition a[ 5, is also somewhat unclear. It was Plaintiff who independently determined

that the PERA contributions were incorrect, and that the City had retained his funds. The City did not

respond to the Plaintiff in a timely manner, as demonstrated by correspondence between the parties. As

is the case with all of the matters discussed herein, the City would not even verify that funds were due or

provide any information that indicated any viable efforts, despite several written and oral requests, until

c/er Plaintiff filed this motion.

C. DISTRIBUTE COPIES OF ORDERS TO CO-WORKERS AND ''CREDIBLY
IIYFORM'' THEM AS TO THBIR RIGHTS AND PROTBCTIONS

The Defendant's Opposition to the issue of "post-June 27th Order contempt" is twofold. First, it

makes a factual representation that it was delayed by "a series of discussions" between counsel. As

discussed above, this is not accurate. Second, the City states tlrat acts of post-order retaliation which

have already occurred either: (1) happened too soon after the issuance of the Court's Order to have been

stopped by compliance, or (2) were not wrongful or retaliatory because the actor was 'just stating city

policy'. As discussed below, neither of these arguments is accurate.

L Compliance delayed by discussions. Defendant states that

[i]mmediately after receipt of the Court's Order, attorneys for Plaintiff and attorneys for
Defendant began a series of discussions and communications with each other to arrive at
an agreement on precisely how the remaining issues in the Court's Order should be
implemented. Such discussions continued both orally and in writing for several weeks.
When Plaintiffs counsel felt that progress was not adequate in these discussions, he filed
the present Motion.

Defendant's Opposition at 6. This is not accurate. As stated in the attached correspondence of the parties

(Exhibits "1" tlrough "5") the City engaged only in an effort to create the appearance of good faith

discussions. Large, unexplained periods of time, the disappearance of And failure to perform pursuant

to) the original agreement between counsel, and Plaintiffs repeated requests for less "discussion" and

more implementation, demonstrate that this was subterfrge.

The city has again demonstrated its confiol of this situation. This effort to contlol can also be
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seen in the City's attempt to "interpret" the Plaintiffs continuing, frustrated efforts to obtain

implementation.

Following Plaintiffs filing of the Motion herein, discussions on implementation of the
Order continued. Finally, Defendant's counsel asked Plaintiffs counsel to draft sample
copies of the required communications under Paragraphs C and D of the Court's Order,
which Plaintiffs counsel did. Following more communication between Counsel, written
memoranda evidencing compliance with Paragraphs C and D of the Order were produced
and distributed by Defendant. The City complied with Subsection C of the Court's Order
by immediately informing top management of the City of Court's Order and its
requirements with respect to top management. These verbal orders were memorialized in
a memorandum from the Mayor of Albuquerque, a copy of which is attached hereto as
Exhibit A. Defendant has, it believes, reached final agreement with counsel for Plaintiff
on the requirements of Paragraph D of the Court's Order, and has produced and
distributed the required memorandum and Order as shown in Exhibit B, attached hereto.

The time which elapsed between Defendants' receipt of the Court's June 27 order
and the distribution of Exhibits A and B was motivated by Defendants' desire to avoid
further conflict by distributing materials with which Plaintiff agreed.

Defendant's Opposition aL 6-7. As can be seen from the chronology (and the referenced correspondence

above) this rendition is completely inaccurate. First, On July 3, 1991, the Defendant agreed to a virnrally

identical implementation process which the City eventually used more than six weeks later. Second,

Plaintiff repeatedly asked for implementation of at least the non-disputed portions pursuant to the inidal

agreement without any additional discussions, reservations, or conditions.. Third, Defendant did not

have any permission from the Court to delay implementation because it allegedly "was seeking Plaintiffs

input". Fourth, while Defendant once again states its sterling accomplishments in implementation,

absolutely none its compliance came until after this motion was filed, and then, only when its Opposition

was due--again, after more than six unnecessary weeks from the issuance of the unambiguous Order.

2. Post-Order acts not actionable

2(a). Compliance would not have stopped acts. On a Friday the City received an Order from this

Coun. That Order stated that the City was to inform upper level managers of a very short, very specific

concept. The Order said that this notification was to be done "IMMEDIATELY". Days later, two clear

and damaging incidents occurred which immediate dissemination of the Order might well have

prevented. Although the Court had ordered

B. That Defendant shall fill the MP-07 planner position within sixty (60) days of
the entry of this Order, and shall not in any manner terminate this position or reduce or
otherwise adversely effect Plaintiffs suMepartment for reasons related to the creation of
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this new position, or because Plaintiff has sought performance by Defendant in the
creation of this position.

C. That the City of Albuquerque shall immediately order the Chief Administrative
Officer, the City Attorney, the City Police, and all other management officials to cease
and desist any and all actions not in compliance with the orders of this Court with regard
to Plaintiff. and shall act, as provided by the settlement agreement and the prior Order of
this Court, in a manner calculated to protect him from non-compliance or retaliation.

The notice required by the Order was not given on Friday. The notice required by the Order was not

given on Monday. The notice required by the Order was not given on Tuesday Morning. Thereupon, on

Tuesday afternoon, a personnel official specifically stated to Parks and Recreation employees--some of

whom were direct subordinates of Plaintiffthat

one supervisor would not be able to get an open position filled because Plaintiff had
gotten the MP-07 position created, and that persons in another Planner position would
possibly lose their jobs for the same reason. Worse, he concluded by stating that the
MP-07 position wasn't really certain in any case--and that if someone took it, it might be
shut down, and they'd lose the job soon anyway. (Emphasis added.)

See also the two Memoranda from the affected employees relating the incidents, attached as exhibits to

the Motion herein16.

Defendant maintains that what the official stated was actually just "city policyl7" that all such

positions are automatically "frozen" when vacated. while it is true that all positions are routinely

"frozen" when vacated, this is definitely not what the official stated, and this is also not what occurred.

The facts are as follows:

1. The official (Klingbeil), stated that something was known to him as an official with the

Personnel Department--that a decision had been made that a vacant position under Mr. Chiregoes

(Plaintiffs direct subordinate) would not be filled specifically because Plaintiff had obtained creation of

the MP-07 position. (Thus, the official was not stating a general policy--but rather, that the position

would remain unfilled expressly because of a decision of the employer that it was to remain that way as a

direct result of the relief Plaintiff had gotten with regard to the MP-07 position! This could not be

clearer.)

16
And now this threat has mysteriously come to pass--what this official stated was being done expressly to "counter" the

effect of having to add the MP-07 position has occurred, the position which this official told Plaintiffs immediate
subrdinate would not be filled because Plaintiff obtained creation of the MP-07 position. has not been filled.

11^' See Section 2(b), below, for a discussion of this as a ,'City policy".
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2. When the incumbent employee left, this position like all positions now coming vacant, was

"ftozen"--left vacant subject to the approval of the CAO to re-fill it.

3. Contrary to the clear implication of the City's Opposition, however, positions which have been

frozen are routinely approved for re-filling by the subjective determination of the CAO--and do not

remain automatically unfi lled.

4. Many other positions which were "frozen" prior to and after this position was frozen have been

released for filling by the CAO. but this position has not been filled. (Six of these "frozen" positions

ftom Parks & Recreation were considered by the CAO at the same time-the position to which the official

referred being one of them. Of the six "frozen positions" all were "unfrozen" and approved for filling by

the CAO--except for the position discussed by the official and a horticulturist slot (which has been not

been tunded for 1992.)

Thus, as the personnel official was somehow able to state with specificity well in advance, of all

vacated positions the only P&R position which was supposed to be funded for fiscal 1992 but was not

"unfrozen" following the CAO's decision of July 29, l99l was this one position under Plaintiffs

subordinate. (This position is a security position, whereas the filled positions were in maintenance.) The

coincidence of the personnel official stating that this position would not be filled because the MP-07

position was created for Plaintiff--and that only this position, of all positions which were frozen and

funded for 1992, remains unfilled-is amazing.

The City's arogance can be observed in its incredible representation to this Court--that its failure

to implement that Order "immediately" should be excused because

The alleged statements by a City employee occurred on Tuesday, July 2. First, the
employee who made the statements is not in Plaintiffs subdepartment, not in Plaintiffs
department and not one of Plaintiffs coworkers. Therefore, he would not have received a
copy of the order. It is also highly unlikely that, even if the employee in question
would have been entitled to receive a copy of the order, tlrat he would have done so on
the second business day after the City received it.

Defendant's Opposition at 7. Thus, the City suggests because it is "highly unlikely" that compliance

would have averted a retaliatory incident of the exact type the order was aimed at, it did not have to

comply with an order of the Court in a timely manner.

First, this "logic" is self-serving and cunningly faulty--as the City well knows (but obscures by

their argument) the requirement of "immediate" notice did not go to the requirement to informing
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Plaintiffs co-workers, instead it went to informing department heads. The issue here is not whether

mass information to all employees could have been prepared and distributed to a large number of

employees in time, but rather whether one of less than a dozen one page memos would have reached the

offending official's immediate supervisors in time. As, coincidentally, the offending official's immediate

supervisors were interested enough in this case to attend the contempt hearing in person and were noticed

under this provision, had they been informed immediately (ie. if the City had performed 'immediately' as

ordered) it is just as "likely" that had these supervisors (having been informed on Friday, Monday or

Tuesday) would have informed their workers (particularly this offending ofhcial. as he seemed to be

highly informed and involved in this issue)--in time to avoid the official's statements on Tuesday.

Second, and much more important, is the fact that it is wrongful and dangerously presumptuous

for a defendant to seek to apply what is essentially z proxinele-sa;c argument to its non-compliance

with a court order. This is particularly true with regard to a prophylactic order in a civil rights setting

which was issued because of non-compliance with a previous court order (when that non-compliance

allegedly occured under retaliatory conditions!) This assertion is simply incredible! What is the legal

standard for "unlikeliness"? Does the Contemnor always get to decide when the standard is met? And

why is it that once the contemnor asserts that its failure to follow the order was not the likely cause of

subsequent injury, it seems that it is the injured party's burden to show that if there had been"immediate"

notification as ordered, no injury would have occurred?

Plaintiff takes strenuous exception to the City's "unlikely standard", and suggests that either by

intent or because of a virtually studied failure to even attempt to understand or comply with the words

and spirit of the Court's Order, the City compounds the damage of the non-compliance. It is simply

beyond the bounds of good sense to require Plaintiff to prove a negative--to provide any further response

to the assertion that it is "unlikely" that the City's failure to immediately inform its people resulted in the

acts of its offtcial. The City has failed to comply once again. That the retaliatory statement came true

after it had been protested simply compounds the offensiveness of this action, and must be examined

independently, in another proceeding with adequate notice, for signs of intentional retaliation.

Finally, Plaintiff stands ready to demonstrate, at hearing if the Court so orders, that these acts had

as a direct consequence, the transfer of two employees out of Plaintiffs area of authority. Thus, he was

injured as to the effect on him, and as to the effect of continuous, discouraging 'warnings' on co-workers.
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If the Plaintiff presses this point, or the Court appqm to be interested in this incident, Plaintiff

submits that within just a few weeks of the filing of this Reply, the City will most probably

'coincidentally' fill the frozen position, perhaps just prior to the hearing. The point will have been made

once again, and the employees and other managers will once again have been given a good lesson as to

control.

2(b). Acts were not retaliation in any case.

In its least accurate assertion of the entire Opposition, Defendant suggests that

if the employee in fact made the statements attributed to him, he was merely stating the
established city policy, i.e. freezing vacated positions, which was testified to by Chief
Administrative Offtcer Arthur Blumenfeld in the previous hearing in this matter.

Therefore, these actions do not establish contempt or retaliation.

Defendant's Opposition at 7.

If the City's official had stated, as implied by the City's Opposition, that the employee had

merely "stat[ed] the established city policy, i.e. freezing vacated positions", the City's assertion might be

correct. Only two facts interfere with this argument--this isn't even close to what the witnesses say that

the official actually said, and even if the remarks did convey 'established city policy', the existence of

some 'established city policy' doesn't allow violation of a federal court's order, either in that policy's

normal operation or by the use of it as cover for artifice.

As to the first of these problems, the implication that the official merely stated some neutral

policy, once again the City fails to submit exhibits (such as reports from the several witnesses)--or

affidavits of those witnesses, all of whom are City employees and within its direct control. Those

witnesses stated. in writing, that this official said that the refusal to fill the position and the

possible loss of johs was a direct consequence of Plaintiffs ohtaining creation of the MP'07

position. This is hardly the standard policy. [n addition, as stated above, Defendant's statement of this

policy is grossly incorrect by omission-it fails to state that: (l) ftozen positions are regularly unfrozen,

(2) ttrat it is the CAO who unfreezes them, and (3) ttrat virtually all positions except the one in question

were unftozen by the CAO.

As to the second problem, that it is arguably a City Policy--this may be true. However, no

credible writing existed as to this policy until after Plaintiffs motion as to this point, and regardless of

any written "policy", all decisions at the time of this incident are ultimately subjective, non-documented
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decisions of the CAO, Additionally, the offending official said it was a "decision," not a policy. No

affidavits were submitted, no evidence adduced, and no policy statements or manuals were attached as

exhibits hereto. Either this is a very poorly constructed sham, or the official is prescient to an amazing

degree of accuracy.

D. FAILI]RE TO ORDER CERTAIN T'PPER LEVEL PERSONNEL TO REFRAIN
FROM RETALIATION.

The Court ordered Defendant to notice these officials "immediately". Never, in all of the

telephone conversations and letters between counsel, did Defendant's counsel allege that there had been

some sort of "oral order" to upper level management prior to the circulation of a written memorandum

two days before the Opposition was filed. Nor does the Opposition exactly state when this newly

revealed notice allegedly took place--certainly it is not maintained that it took place within the first weeks

after the Order. Exchanges occurred on the implementation of this section where such an order was

requested, but failure to do so was discussed repeatedly with absolutely no mention of such an order

having been given. Defendant has even stated that it did not give such an , oral order because it did not

want to act on such an order until it consulted Plaintiffs counsel--and it did continue to consult

Plaintiffs counsel (despite requests to implement instead on this very item) up to just a week before its

Opposition was filed--again with no mention that such an oral notification had taken place.

Now, for the very first time in all of the many letters of the parties and the many phone

conversations on tlris issue, with no affidavits or other evidentiary support, the Defendant asserts that

Paragraph D of Plaintiffs motion does not allege any specific acts to which Defendants
may respond. The foregoing arguments pertain to this paragraph, including the fact that
the City did in fact orally notiff upper level management immediately after the Court's
order and has since distributed the order and a memorandum.

Defendant's Opposition at 7-8. The written distribution was accomplished well after the Opposition was

already past due, and just a day or two before that Opposition was filed.

As for the credibility of the assertion that such an oral notification took place, Defendant has not

submitted any affidavits or testimony, or allowed Plaintiffs counsel to cross-examine any witnesses--but

Plaintiff is certain that the CAO is willing to so state, despite the complete contradiction on every

evidentiary point which can be fouttd in the record. This, like the stated 'reason' for not filling the MP-07

position, is ultimately a matter for the Court's determination based on the evidence, the testimony, and
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the credibility of the witnesses. The Court must determine whether the City's statement is a fraud on this

Court by implication. The question which must be put to the City's counsel is whether, as implied, the

City did immediately, (orally) order Mr. Klingbeil's Department Head and others, or not? Why would

the City then argue the "unlikely" probability that timely notification would have been effective? This

quandary, and every shred of evidence, argues overwhelmingly that there was no such notice--and if there

was, that it was certainly not immediate within the context of the Klingbeil statements.

The Contemnor asks for a minimum2-3 day grace period in the Court's interpretation of the word

"immediately" in which to take free shots--after that, it would notify managers as the Court ordered. For

it was in that "free shot period" that Klingbeil made his statements. Plaintiff asks the Court to review

and re-read the witnesses' accounts of Klingbeils's statements--in two separate incidents, both to

Plaintiffs subordinates, a personnel offtcial whose superiors happened to be at the contempt hearing

made as negative and damaging a set of assertions as could possibly be anticipated by the Court's order--

less than a week after the lune 27, 1991 Order was entered.

CONCLUSION

Plaintiff seeks a determination by the Court, either upon his papers or in an evidentiary hearing of:

A. The issue of whether Defendant's non-creation of the MP-07 position was contempt (in

violation of the anti-retaliation clause of the settlement order).

B. The issue of whether Defendant's post-Order (June27,1991) actions constitute contempt of

that Order.

Plaintiff also argues that the Court is not estopped from applying its past orders in this cause.

DATED: September 3, 1991.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED.

20lE.28th St., Suite 15-B
New York, NY 10016
Telephone: (212) 7 25 -6327
Facsimile: (212) 447 -6145

CARL J. HARTMAN
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CERTIF'ICATE OF SERVICE

[, the undersigned, do hereby swear and attest that a true and accurate copy of tJ:re Reply above,

served, as provided by stipulation ofthe parties, upon counsel for the Defendant herein oq the 3rd day of

September, 1991.
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CARL J. HARTMAN,N,
ATToR}.IEY-AT-Law,

210E,.28th Street
Suite L5-8
New York, New York 100L6
Telephone: (2L2) 725-$n
Facsimile: (212) M7 -6L45

JuIy 25, l-991_

Ms. Judy K. Kelly, Esq.
Assistant City Attorney
City of Albuquerque
Legal Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico

ill
g PtAtNTIFF',SJ EXHIBIT

I

BY FACSIUIIJE

Dear Ms. Kelly:
This letter will confirm the iterns discussed in ourtelephone conversation yesterday.

First, r noted that r was concerned about what r understandto be the city's new position on effectuating the order ofJune 27, l-991. Both FauI Ruskinrs notes and my ownregarding the telephone conference with you of Jury 3 | L991(which tasted more than one hour) reflect that:
1- we discussed possible implementation methodologiesat length--and that you wourd go over those thoughts wittrMr. Campbell and the CAO.

2. we arso agreed that the implementation of the orderwould be then be discussed with us prior to any actions onthe city's part. (rssues addressed were the ae?inition ofrrco-workersrr, the degree of dissemination of the contents ofthe order, as welr as who within the city was the properperson or group to effectuate provisions related to highlevel officials. )

3- You were also going to get back with us regardingpossibre changes to the Mp:07 position, and how we nightcomplete the retaliation issue without further legalproceedings.

1 Ad.irr"d, New Mexico, Atty. No. l10g
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Letter to Ms. KeIIy
July 25, 1991
Page 2

If I now understand the Cityrs position, it does not
intend to get back with us on these iterns--particularry itern
numbered rr2rr--and instead wirr violate our aglreement and
proceed however it sees fit.

If I have misunderstood the City's position, I would
ask that someone from your office write to clarify the
situation. r would also note that r will supplement thepresent motion if unilateral actions run afoul of the order-
-or fail to adequately fulfill its intent.

we also discussed rny concern that not onry had the PERAsituation not been addressed at the tirne of my motion, but
that it remains an open issue now, after yet lnother week
has passed. Prease do not treat the motion as somehow
tolling the responsibirity to determine the status of thismatter as soon as possible. To assist the City, as we
discussed, r arn having paul Ruskin make hirnseli availabre toprovide information or assistance. He has calred your
office several times, and will continue to do so. As I
mentioned he was invorved in the originar PERA calculationswith Ms. Hauser.

Finally, I mentioned how disappointed I was that the
order was going unsatisfied, and that the city had onceagain (after starting in a atternpt at cooperalion; embarking
on a series of crosed, unilaterar actions. This Lreachesour agreement, and to my mind, good sense.

Sincerely,
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CARL J. HARTMAN.N, III
AIToRNEY-AT-I.AW,

2l0F,.28th Street
Suite 15-B
New York, New York 10016
Telephone: (2L2) 7 25 -$n
Facsimile: (2I2) 47 -6L45

July 27, t99L

Ms. Judy K. KeIIy, Esg.
Assistant City Attorney
City of Albuquerque
Legal Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico

RE: Jackson v. Citv et al. 96-1252 (On Remand)

; PTAINTIFF'S
EXHIBIT

2-

BY FACSIUTIJE

Dear Ms. Kel1y:

This responds to your two facsimile transmissions ofJury 26, 1991--the first being a retter requesting that rdraft proposed language rerating to the ci€yrs compliancewith paragraphs c & D of the court,s order of June-27, t99L;the second being information from PERA related to myclient's retirement account.

r note that r find the proposed method of dealing withthe city's compriance to be dilatory. r once again rernindyou of our agreement during our telephone call of July 3,L99L. rn that call, you, Faul Ruskiir, and r discussed theseidenticar issues at rength, and formurated specificproposals--many of which r have merely restated below. you
agreed then that you would contact the appropriate cityofficiars, draft the exact statements wniln |ou now request
from me, and get back with those proposars for our finalreview. All of these actions were to have taken prace weeksago. we have also discussed this earlier agreement in a
subsequent telephone call (after the filing of praintiff
motion on this issue) where r expressed my concern at thederay, and at the failure of Mr. carnpberl and the cAo to
respond to our agreement.

Now the city not only proposes to have me draft theseitems, but suggests another-rnulti-step implementationprocess which further delays cornpliance.

o

I Adrnirr"d, New Mexico, Atty. No. l10g
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I will not, however, risk further delay by debating
this issue with your client. The tirne arready lost is rost.
I will, instead, draft proposed language (and methods) for
implementation of these sections--noting rny time and fees,
which I will expect the City to pay wittroul protest.

A. ImpTementation of Section ncn. The first relevant
section of the June 27, 1991 order and the incorporated
findings of April L7, 199i-, designated rrcil, contains two
najor crauses. The first dears with the requirement that
certain officials be ordered to cease and desist

the City of Albuquerque shall inmediately order
the Chief Adrninistrative Officer, the City
Attorney, the City police, and all other
rnanagement officials to cease and desist any and
all actions not in conpliance with the orders of
this Court with regard to plaintiff

The second crause of section rrc' dears with a requirement
that the city of Albuquerque act in a manner calcurated toprotect my client from non-compliance and retaliation--

act, as provided by the settlement agreement and
the prior Order of this Court, in a manner
calculated to protect hin from non-compliance or
retaliation.

A. Order to Cease and Desist

The cease and desist provision of section ilCrr first
deals with the issue of ilwho must actrl

the City of Albuquerque

The second component of this section relates to rwhen'r the
City is required to act,

shall innediately

The third erement invorves rtthe act, which rnust be done,

order

o
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The fourth element states the target of the order, or rrwhorl
must be ttimmediatelyrr rrorderedtt by trthe City of Albuquerque,
is

the Chief Administrative Officer, the City
Attorney, the City police, and alJ- other
management officials

Fifth, and finally, the order specifies rrwhatrr they must
ordered to do,

cease and desist any and aI1 actions not in
compliance with the orders of this Court with
regard to Plaintiff

i. Element L, rrWhorr Must Act. pursuant to our
conversation as to rrwhorr would be the appropriate official
or body to ttimmediately order the Chief Adrninistrative
Officer, the City Attorney, the City police, and all other
management officials to cease and desisttt, I have reviewed
applicable ordinances and opinions. It is rny belief, based
on this review, that an official cannot rrorder, hirnself to
do something. rf the order recited onry that notice was to
be given this might be different, but for an order to have
effect. it nust be fron an individual or bodv with
sufficient authority to effectuate that order--to enforce
non-compliance with its provisions. This is not a matter of
giving notice to these officials--they must be rorderedil.
The only person or body which has sufficient authority torrorderrr all of the enumerated individuals is the City
counsel. (rt would be absurd for the cAo to order himself
to do something: First, he night be called upon to review
and discipline himself, and second, he is personally and
specifically referenced in the incorporated findings in this
particular order as someone who has acted, knowingly, in
conrnitting contempt, and in naking representationi in this
matter which the Court found to be less than credible. )

The City Counsel, although not empowered to act onrrpersonnelrr matters generally, can clearly act on a matter
related to compelling compliance with regard to a prohibited
action or behavior if contained in a federal court order.
Thus, it is my belief that, dt the very 1east, the City
Counsel must order the CAO, by appropriate legislative
device as to create a nandate, to act in the manner set
forth in the order. Thus, I have attached a draft of a
proposed rrResorutionrr (Exhibit '1t hereto) which r believe
would accomplish the required compliance.

o
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ii. Element 2, twhen' the city Must Act. The order iscrear, it states that the city 'fshell inmediatery" implementthis provision. This order was entered on June 27, L991.At this writing, therefore, the city is one fulr month late.The city must imprement this provision immediatery. Aspointed out in plaintiffrs rnolion on this matter, failure toirnplement irnmediately has already allowed at least two majorviolations of the order. rf cornlliance is not forthcorninivery quickry, the entire intent of tne order will be lost.
Therefore, r would strongly suggest that the proposedresolution be provided on nonday, lily 29, 1991, t; tire citycounser--with a fulr, written eiplanalion of the order, theincorporated findings, and the slatus of the case (withappropriate supporting documents--such as the settiement

agreement and the proposed resolution).
iii. Element 3, ilWhatil must be done. The City isrequired to 'tordert arI of its managernent official3 to do,or not do, certain things. This does not say nnotifyr. Theplain English definition of torderr is,
to issue a. specific rule, re€rulation, orauthorative directionp command

webster's Ninth. New corregiate Dictionarv, Lggo. sirnirarly,Black's Law Dictionary defines rrorderr as,

a mandate, precept,
authoritatively given

Bracks Law Dictionary, Revised Fourth Edition (citing Bradvv..rnterstate- cgmmerce commission, 43 F.2d 847; 850.) Thepoint of which is that more is required than sinpry arfstatementrr tl"! the proscribed activity is not iniorsed, orthat such activity should not be undertlken.
The city must order the individuals and officials tocease and desist. This order must be in a form, and withsufficient notice and authority, that the reasonablerecipient understands that s/he has been given a ra mandate,preceptr or commandrr. such a recipient must understand thisto be command which, if viorated, witt result in a punitiveresponse. (see below for a discussion of exactry what, it isthat they must be ordered to do or not do. )

a command or direction
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iv. Element 4, Who must be Ordered to Conply. Again,
the order is very clear, trthe City of Albuquerque shall
immediately order the Chief Adrninistrative Officer, the City
Attorney, the City Police, and all other management
officialsrr to act or not act.

This requirement is not only clear on its face, but the
logic of the requirement has been proved by events. If the
order applied only to PdR officials, it would not have
reached tLr. KTingbeiT and his superiors. Failure to so
order rrall other managementrr would clearly risk another
disastrous incident.

There may be a question as to the definition ofrrmanagtementrr, but this should be fairly simple to deal with-
-we can use either an internal personnel definition of[managerrr or the plain English meaning--any person who has
supervisory authority over others.

It is very important that the City be able to verify
that the materials reached these individuals--and thus, I
would ask that when the rrorderrr is provided, each recipient
provide the City Attorney's Office with a signed
verification that s/he has received, read and understood the
order they have been given, and the effects of violating
that order.

v. Element 5, What the City Must Order. The Court's
order requires that the City rrcease and desist any and all
actions not in compliance with the orders of this court with
regard to Plaintiffr'. Again, the K1ingbeil incidents argue
that a general, vague mandate wiII not work. The order must
give notice to the managers of what cannot be done. To this
end I have attached ("Exhibit tt2tt hereto) a statement which
summarizes what must, pursuant to the Court's orders, bo
done.

B. Acts Calculated to protect plaintiff

The second clause of rrCrr requires the City to
act, as provided by the settlement agreement and
the prior Order of this Court, in a manner
calculated to protect hirn from non-compliance or
retaliation.

This requirement creates an affirmative (prospective) duty
on the part of City to protect Mr. Jackson from both: (a)
non-compliance, and (b) retaliat,ion. This means that the
city must seek to take such measures as a reasonabry prudent
employer would take, under the circumstances, to anticipate
and avoid non-compliance and retaliation. rt is not enough
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that act,ions by off icials and employees were |tunfortunaterr,
trmisdirectedtr, of rruninformedtr. The City has the burden to
assure that all reasonable efforts have been made to avoid
the fact or appearance of non-complying acts.

To calculate a protection of plaintiff from rrnon-
complianc€t', the City must read the Settlenent Agreement and
the Order, determine what constitutes compliance, and then
determine how to stop its officials and agents from failing
in this compliance. To a large extent, ordering all
management official's compliance as set forth above will
address this issue, but I have att,ached, As Exhibit rr3rl
hereto, a list of additional efforts which should be
undertaken. Similarly, the City must calculate what efforts
rnust be undertaken to reasonabry assure that individuars or
officials do not retaliate or create the appearance of
retaliation.

B. Implementation of Section "D".
Section [Drr is also composed of two clauses. The first

requires that

Plaintiff's co-rarorkers are to be provided with a
copy of this order

\l-rni= seems clear--it requires no writing, ro review, nor{<-thought--it can be accomptished in about an tgq.. Copies of
{ \- the order (along with the incorporated Findin@of April !7 ,1991) should be made and distributed to ptaintiff's co-

workers. As this sirnple requirement is also now,
inexpticably, more than a month late I would (again) propose
a fast way to do this--simply choose between two
distribution schedules: (a) Everyone in parks & Recreation
(which is what the order requires), or (b) if it, will speed
up the process I would agree to providing a copy to everyone
in Plaintiff's division (ie. everyone below him on an
organizationar chart) and everyone else in other divisions
down to the level of an Assistant Superintendent (or its
equivalent in areas such as financing, etc. )

I
I I don't care whether you take the second, faster option--but
I please don,t consult at length about this, don't get back to
{ me, and please donrt write me another letter as to this
\noint. This is absolutely clear in the order, it was clear
i in our phone call a week after the order issued (when we
- first both agreed to the faster distribution method above),

it, was clear in Plaintiffrs motion for contempt, and it was
clear in our telephone discussion of one week ago when I
again asked that you simply verify that you wer- going to
implement the order as per our initial agreement-lan
agreement reached weeks d9o, and an agreement about which r

'Var*\
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have courteously inquired on at least three occasions. In
short, the City must stop using the continuing
correspondence, Itdiscussionsrr, and consultations, to try to
create the appearance that there is anything at all torrreviewrr. The order says distribute. Distribute. Now.

The second clause of section rrDrf requires that
Plaintiff's coworkers are. . .to be credibly
informed by management that they will not be
affected by any actions directed at Plaintiff,
merely because of associationr or proximity to hirn
in the work environment.

Distribution for this information should be to the same
group as described for distribution of the order under the
f irst clause of section rrDrr. As to how it should be carried
out, I propose two options which were previously discussed.

Item L: (As originally discussed) Along with the June
27, 1991-, Court order, each designated person should receive
an informational package containing a copy of the City and
Title VII provisions regarding their protections from
prohibited acts of retaliation and a letter from the CAO
and/or the City Attorney stating that rrthat they will not be
affected by any actions directed at Plaintiff, merely
because of associationr or proxirnity to hirn in the work
environment. rl

Itern 2: (As originally discussed) Credible upper level
officials (CAO, Walker, Campbell) should meet with
designated employees and emphasize lack of hostility, and
City's policy to discourage (and punish) any retaliatory
acts with regard to Jackson, the MP-07 position, Jacksonrs
division, or P&R.

Please inform me, upon your receipt of this letter, if
the City will be unable or unwilling to copy and distribute
the Order of June 27, 1991 and the incorporated findings of
April L7, 199i-, within 48 hours of that receipt. Also,
please inform me of a specific schedule for completing
implementation of the additional matters set forth above.
Also, please inform me whether the City acknowledges that it
retains funds for Plaintiffrs pre-1985 PERA contributions.
Also, please let me know if the City wishes to further
discuss any settlement as to retaliation issue. Finally, I
would appreciate your views as to whether the City will be
able to provide its Opposition to rny Motion within the
period provided by the rules.

Page 7
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Drafting and research for this letter and attachments
required 4. 5 hours of my tine, and l-. l- hours of PauI Ruskins
time for editing and revision.

Sincerely,

"",gQ.RX,
pl: CJH
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CARL J. HARTMANN, III
ATToRNEY.AT.LAW^

210 E. 28th Street
Suire L5-8
New York, New York 100L6
Telephone: (212) 725 -$n
Facsimile: (212) 47 -6L45

August L, L99L

Ms. Judy K. Kelly, Esq.
Assistant City Attorney
City of Albuquerque
Legal Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico

RE: Jackson v. Citv et aI . 86-L252 (On Rernand)
o

Dear Ms. KeIIy:

This responds to your facsirnile transmission to paul
Ruskin of this date. If the amount in dispute has been
reduced to $287.23, in the interest of obtaining a

) conclusion to this matter in under a year from the date of
the Order, I ask that nothing more be done. My client will
waive any claims for that amount.

Please request that a check be issued in Mr. Jacksonts
name in the amount of the undisputed portion--which I
understand is $4,s4L.2L.

f would also note that I have received no response to
my letter in response to your request for a means of
implementing the balance of the Courtrs order. I must say
that I am perplexed as to why, in light of my pending motion
for contempt, the city would go out of its way to solicit rny
views, and to then not respond in any manner. In this vein,
I would also note that no explanation has ever been
forthcoming as to why the retained PERA funds were not paid

: PIAINTTFF',St ExHlBlTt3

BY FACSI!{II,E

t Ad*i,,"d, New Mexico, Atty. No. 1108
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in, how my client's account was foured-up, and the cityapparently never checked on the rnatter despite the firstCourt order.

Drafting and research for pERA related issues required
2 . t hours of my tirne, and 3 . 6 hours of paul Ruskin, s €ime.

Letter (fax) to Ms. Kelly
August 3-, 1991
Page 2

Sincerely,

"".GQPX,
PI: CJH

o
Page 2
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E PIA|NT|FF.S
i EXHIBIT

\CARL J. HARTMANN, III
ATTORNEY.AT-I-aw,

2L0F,.28th Street
Suire 1,5-B
New York, New York L001"6

Telephone: (212) 725-$n
Facsimile: (zLZ) 447 -6145

August 6, 1991

Ms. Judy K. Kelly, Ese.
Assistant City Attorney
City of Albuquerque
Legal Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico

RE: Jackson v. Citv et al. 86-LZS2 (On Remand)

BY FACSII,IILE

Dear Ms. Kelly:

This confirms our telephone conversation of yesterday,
Monday, August 5, 1991. In that conversation you made arequest on behalf of the City of Albuquerque for an
extension of the tine lirnits in which-to iespond toPraintiff's second motion for contempt (which time rimitsyou noted in a prior letter to rne. )

r noted that rny client did not wish to provide the city withan extension--as the onry basis stated ior the request wasyour personal vacation which began just three working daysbefore the response raras due. r arso noted that tne city-
|!!o5ney had frequently noted that it is really a [5a13-
billion dolrar per year corporationt, and r was unclear asto why this response courd not have been done last week, orby another attorney this week.

Finally, r not,ed that rny client had no reason to impose the
burden of this probrern on your vacation, and thus--without
any agreernent or extension--r represented to you that r
would not file any motion related to the CityTs response
being out of tine between the dates of Augusl L4 and August22, 1991. As I understood your response to this
accomrnodation, after checking with Mr. campberr you assured
me that the opposition would be fired before the end of
business on Thursday, August 22, 1991.

o

l Ad.itr"d, New Mexico, Atty, No. 1108
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Letter
August
Page 2

Ms. Kelly
L99L

to
6,

If your recollection
different from mine,
misunderstanding in a
you to the contrary,
this arrangement will
vacation.

of any of these items is even slightly
I would ask that your so note my
brief writing. If I do not hear from

I will proceed on this basis. f hope
contribute to your having a pleasant

Sincerely,

GOPY
Carl J. Hartmann, fII
pl: CJH
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CitA of Alburyrerque
P.O. BOX 1293 ALBUOUEROUE, NEW MEXICO 871ots

LEGAT DEPARTI\4EIff
(605) 7684600

A,uguot 8,1991

VIAFAgqIMII,E

Carl J. Hertmann. IrI. Eeq.
210 E. 28th Stree0
Suite 16.8
New Yorh,, NY 10016

BE: JACKSONV. CIIYET. {I^

Dear Mr. Hartmaan:

. - Thg_Lypg for faxing me a copy of the letter sent to Judy lftllpy, I
O am glad the PERA' issue has bben resoli'6d. We are at work on the remammg- iEeues to resolve the case, including compliance with mders of the Court.

David S. Campbell
CiW Attorn€y

DS0/jla

xc: Jutly K. Iftlley, Assistant City Attorney

a-
PTAINTIFF'S

EXHIBIT,f

!ilm 1G{9
AN EOUAL OPPONTUNITY EMPLOYER
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THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO

CARL JACKSON,

Plaintffi

Civ. No. 86-1252-M

(On Remand)

o
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE,

ORLANDO SEDILLO. and

O IIENRY "KIKI" SAAYEDRA,

Defendants.

a
PLAINTIF'F'S MOTION AND MEMORANDUM

FOR PERMISSION TO FILE REPLY OUT OF LENGTH

COMES NOW TIm PLAINTIFF, by and through his counsel of record, Carl J. Hartmann, III,
a

and seeks a minute order from this Court allowing him to file his Reply Brief of twenty-eight pages.

Plaintiff, with apologies to the Court for asking it to consider a brief of this length, states the following in

support of this motion:

O 1. Defendant's Opposition argues issues of law not raised in the Motion, which are very

generalized concepts. Defendant cites little law in support of new concepts, and thus, it was necessary to

discuss the legal and factual background information as to these principles.

o
2. Defendant's Opposition makes factual assertions which are inaccurate or confusing, requiring

clarification.

3. Defendant's Opposition argues many factual issues not within the record--without support of
o

ffidavits or other exhibits. Thus, differentiation or a response to these factual assertions is required in

the Reply.

o

v.
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4. Assertions are made as to the existence of various policies of the Defendant without

exhibits or affidavits as to those policies-requiring Plaintiff to argue many points in the alternative (ie. as

though the policies may or may not exist.

MEMORANDTJM

As to Facts. It would be unrair to require Plaintiff to respond to assertions as to critical issues

based on such unsupported assertions as "the City did in fact orally notify upper level management

immediately after the Court's order." Every single fact of record (of which there are many as to this

point) disputes this and suggests that this is inaccurate. It is impossible to leave this sort of totally

unsupported assertion, baldly made without affidavits or reference to evidence of record, simply stand

unanswered. Yet, because Plaintiff has absolutely no idea of the basis of this assertion, he must dispute a

general proposition-and then argue in the alternative.

Defendant states that it 'understands' Plaintiff dies not intend to pursue one issue (although it

cites nothing which would support this) and then goes on to recite one and a half pages of inaccurate

information on the point which, by implication at least, totally distorts the facts of the matter. Plaintiff,

for his own reasons, does not actively continue to dispute the City's conclusion, but is forced to clarify

the factual allegations.

As to Legal Principles. Similarly, there is an attempt to interject the concept of "collateral

estoppel" into this continued proceeding on an identical issue (contempt) between identical parties. This

required several pages of analysis of the concepts of direct and collateral estoppel, issue preclusion, and

(the only one applicable) the law of the case. There is simply no other way to approach an attempt to

apply such a broad principle in broad strokes.

As to Exhibits Incorporated into the Reply. Finally, the Defendant argues many points to

support its position which were the subject of numerous writings and documents--attaching none of them.

A good deal of the Reply simply included the relevant portions of these letters rather than affaching them

as exhibits.

Conelasion Plaintiff could ask the Court to strike or disregard all "facts" not supported by

reference to exhibits or affidavits in Defendant's Opposition, but this will not speed the resolution of this

case--nor does Plaintiff seek to stop Defendant' from stating its position on the basis of technical

requirements. Plaintiff asks only flrat he be allowed the oppornrnity to present this fulI reply thereto.

Page 2
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DATED: September 3, 1.991.

RESPECTFI.]LLY SUBMITTED,

201F,.28th St.. Suite 15-B
New York, NY 10016
Telephone: (212) 7 25-6327
Facsimile: (212) 47 -6145

CERTIF'ICATE OF SERVICE

I, the undersigned, do hereby swear and attest that a true and accurate copy of the Motion and

Memorandum above, served, as provided by stipulation of the parties, upon counsel for the Defendant

herein on the 3rd day of September, 1991.

CARL J. HARTMANN,

Page 3
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THE I'NITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO

CARL itACKgON,

Plaintift,

Civ. No. a6-L252-ltl

(On Remand)

cITy oF AITBUQUERQUE,

ORITAIIDO SEDILLO, and

HEIIRY rKIKIrr SAAVEDRA,

Defendants.

MINUTE ORDER

THIS I{ATTER having come on before the Court, it is hereby
ORDERED that Plaintiff shall be allowed to file a Reply of
twenty-eiqht pages.

SENIOR DISTRICT COURT JUDGE
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FACSI M I LE TRANSM ISSION

TO:

Judy Kelley, Esq.

Asst. CityAttorney, City of Albuquerque, N.M.

FAX NUMBER: (5os) 768-4szs

NUMBERoF pAcEs TRANSMTTTED , 

/ 
"rh*t 

t

FROM:
CARL J. HARTMAI.IN, ESQ.

RESPONSE:
(Vorce) (2I2)725-$n
(FAx) (212) M7-614s

DATE:
SEPTEMBER 3, Lggl

REGARDING:
IacTsoN v. CITY oF ALBUQUERQUE

COMMENTS:

REPIJY

NOTE: Clean Original sent by FedEx on Tuesday /./q.

Z Hour per day Facsimile, Modem and Telex messaging. In the event the specified number of pages were not
received, or were received with errors, please contact the "Response" number set forth above.
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CARL J. HARTMANN, III
Attorney-At-Law^

20tE.28rh st.
Suite 1,5-B

NewYork, NewYork 10016
Tef ephone: (2t2) 7 25-6327
Facsimile: (2L2\ 447 -6L45

3 September, 1-991

Federal Express

Clerk (civil Div. ) ,
U.S. District Court - District of New Mexico
P.O. Box 689
Federal Building and United States Courthouse
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103

RE: Jackson v. City of ATbuquerqfJe, et a7.
Civ- No. 86-I252-lvl (On Rernand)

Dear Sir:

Enclosed you will find one original of Plaintiff's papers
for filing in the above-captioned cause, and one copy for
chambers.

I thank you for your attention and assistance in this
matter.

arl J...4/r

o

o

p1: CJHIII

Service on:

Copies:

1 Adrirr"d. New Mexico. Attv. No. 1.i.08

City Attorney, Albuquerque, N.M.

Mr. Carl Jackson
Kenneth R. Wagner, Esg.
Paul J. Ruskin, Esq.

Sincerely,

lo


